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Figure 6. New Patterns?

Figure 6 shows four apparently unlisted patterns. These are: A. MB (similar in appearance to M30.5, M30.7,
and M30.8) but the spacing betwee n letters does not match any of the three similar pattern. B. NLY (similar
to N113Cc7-D), but the "yo is narrower at the top. C. BFG (unlisted with code holes 16 &17). D. BFG
(similar to B116-25-D), but the code hole is in line with the center bar of the lette r "F' .

Editor's note: Photocopies of the illustrations along with an advanced copy of this art icle have bee n forwarded
to the US Catalog Editor for his evaluation. His reply will be printed in TIle Perfins Bulletin
when received .
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The Catalog of United States Perfins identifies the confirmed user of perfm pattern Bl60 - BM/C - as Berger
Manufacturing Company of New York City. The supplemental data appendix shows additional users Berlgy
Berger Manufacturing Company, Stark Roller Mill Company and a precancel from Canton, Ohio. The
photographically cropped illustrat ion confirms the fact that The Berger Manufacturing Company also had offices
in Canton, Ohio. The September '19, 1937 mailing's corner card lists the Canton location as the company's Steel
Building Products Division.
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The cover also is an indication that one of the supplementary company names is spelled incorrectly. The logo
incorporated into the corner card lists B/Berlgy/ Blue/Label/ Line. "Berlgy"probably should be corrected to read
"BerIQYo"

A full-size photocopy has been sent to the US Catalog Editor for evaluation.
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